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Plot Summary 



It’s 1991: a time when queer life is dominated by HIV/AIDS 
and the disastrous fallout of  Thatcher’s government. In a quiet 
corner of  the English coastline, SEB takes his friend TREASA to 
witness a triumphant celebration of  queerness in the face of
these challenging times: DEREK JARMAN’s camp and playful 
canonisation by the Sisters of  Perpetual Indulgence in his garden 
at Prospect Cottage, Dungeness. 

In 2021, Treasa owns a flower-shop she opened with Seb soon 
after the canonisation. He passed away from AIDS-related illness 
not long after. On the shop’s thirtieth anniversary, she closes the 
shop early to take a commemorative trip down to Dungeness in 
Seb’s memory. Except a young employee, JUDE, unexpectedly 
turns up to work, confused, evidently in shock. When she finds 
out he is battling a recent diagnosis of  his own, she takes him 
with her in the hope that Dungeness might prove a restorative 
sanctuary for him too.  

As memories of  the canonisation and Seb weigh on her mind, 
Treasa discovers a continuing bond with her friend through Jude 
as she helps him face a pivotal moment in his life. 



Director’s Statement 



Derek Jarman’s canonisation is undoubtedly one of  the most beautiful moments in queer British history: a radical act of  gleeful self-celebration at an 
impossibly dark time. It has been glowing in my mind for years, gently feeding the idea for The Bower as it started to germinate. The ceremony itself, 
mingling Catholic liturgy, pontifical spectacle, drag and Polari is as ingenious and poignant as it is funny. I can’t believe it hasn’t inspired other film work 
already and as 2021 marks the canonisation’s thirtieth anniversary, it feels like the perfect time to revisit and celebrate it. 

At its heart, The Bower is about continuing bonds, a grief-related concept taught to me by my dear friend Lizzie (my Treasa). Continuing bonds are the ways 
in which we develop an ongoing relationship with people and things we’ve lost, accepting that grief  doesn’t fade, and instead using it, leading with it as we 
forge a path forward. Treasa grieves her friend Seb and in different ways seeks to hold on to him: through the the flower-shop they opened together, by 
revisiting Dungeness every year. Jude, on the other hand, is facing a different kind of  grief, an HIV diagnosis that leaves him negotiating the traumatic 
stigma and a sinking feeling that his life is over. Though modern medicine promises a normal lifespan and “undetectable" status (the suppression of  the 
virus in the body to the extent that it cannot be passed on), heavy stigma and misinformation still make an HIV diagnosis a traumatic event for many. A 
report in 2019 found that two in every five people living with HIV suffer from depression. Through Jude, Treasa finds a second-chance to overcome the 
helplessness she felt in the 90s. Through Treasa, Jude not only finds much needed support, but an unexpected, nourishing introduction to a communal 
history, to those lost connections and mentors he may never have discovered: the Sebs, the Jarmans, represented so powerfully by the impossible garden of  
Prospect Cottage, growing with determination, clinging to the loose shale of  Dungeness. 

Of  the original Sisters of  the London Chapter that carried out the canonisation in 1991, four are still around, each with absolutely fascinating stories of  
their own. They have been so generous with their time and memories, and will join us for the shoot itself  as members of  the Gathered Faithful. Other 
keystones in Jarman’s legacy, including Sandy Powell, have also offered their support as we bring The Bower to life. Just like Prospect Cottage and its name, 
my hope is to make something grounded in authenticity and a rich history, while being unapologetically future-facing. With that in mind we’re also 
partnering with The Food Chain, a wonderful HIV charity that I volunteer with to ensure our messaging ties in productively with frontline HIV activism 
with a view to making the film have as much of  a social impact as possible as we hit the film festival circuit and then distribute the film as widely as possible.



Production Status 
At the end of  2020, we secured backing from the BFI, who have generously put 
in £14,000, the top end of  what they offer short films, and approximately half  of  
our required budget. So at the end of  March we began a fundraiser to make up 
the £15,000 shortfall, with a stretch target of  £20,000. We’ve been really 
grateful for the enthusiastic support we have received so far and are getting closer 
and closer to being able to green light our planned shoot dates at the end of  July. 
More about the fundraiser and how to donate can be found here: 
www.thebowerfilm.com 

In the meantime, we have been busy casting the main roles (more below) and 
seeking filming permits from Creative Folkestone, who control access to Prospect 
Cottage, as well as Kent Film Office, for filming in the surrounding areas in 
Dungeness.  

Our next priorities are to start confirming Heads of  Department, as well as 
finding the location for The Bower flower shop in London. In addition, we will 
be compiling Covid protocols for the shoot - these will be kept under revision 
given the ever-changing situation in the UK. Our expectation is that the 
associated logistics will be less complex as we near the filming dates in the late 
spring / early summer, as the vaccine continues to be rolled out and restrictions 
hopefully ease. 



We have high hopes for the casting of  The Bower. We are prioritising LGBTQ+ cast and crew 
wherever possible for the production, in a bid to address diversity imbalances within the industry and 
enhance a communal sense of  authentic connection to the themes of  the story.  

We are really excited to have secured Arian Nik (The Bay, Ackley Bridge, Killing Eve) to play Jude 
and the legendary, Olivier Award-winning Alan Cumming for the role of  Derek Jarman.  

The casting process for our Treasas in 1991 and 2021 are just beginning with an initial plan to 
approach Sharon D. Clarke (Caroline or Change, Death of  a Salesman, Rocks). 

Casting 

Jarman 

Jude 

Treasa 



Marco Alessi 
Writer and Director 

Marco is a BAFTA-nominated director 
and writer.  

His work includes POMPEII (Film4: 
BFI London Film Festival, BIFA 
longlisted, London Critics’ Circle Best 
Short nominee); TONI_WITH_AN_I 
(BBC/BFI: broadcast on BBC 4, 70th 
Berlinale, Tampere Film Fest, Brest 
Film Fest, nominated for Best  Short 
For m Programme at the 2020 
BAFTAs ) ; FOUR QUARTETS 
(London Film Festival, 69th Berlinale, 
recipient of  the Crystal Bear Jury 
Special Mention, distributed by 
Peccadillo Pictures). 
  
Marco is currently developing TONI 
with Camden Productions ( the 
producers of  BAFTA-winning show 
THIS COUNTRY). 

Lily Slydel 
Producer 

Lily is a producer and story editor. Most 
recently, she produced GENTLE, a 
short written/directed by Josh Green 
and starring Gina Bellman.  

In 2019, Lily associate produced 11 
short films for the BFI/BBC Four 
scheme ‘Born Digital’. She lead the 
assessment of  800 projects and the 
commission of  24 shorts for BBC Four. 
Production Management experience 
also includes Amrou Al-Kadhi’s 
RUN(A)WAY ARAB and DEFINE 
GENDER.  

At Greenacre Films, Lily is developing 
films and television dramas with 
exciting talent such as Lorna Tucker 
and Nathanial Martello-White.  

Lily studied Script Development at the 
NFTS and recently completed the 
Torino Film Lab.

Ksenia Harwood 
Producer 

Ksenia is a BAFTA-nominated 
producer with extensive experience 
spanning film, photography and 
events.  

She has collaborated with Marco 
since 2014, producing both FOUR 
QUARTETS and the BAFTA-
n o m i n a t e d B F I / B B C s h o r t 
TONI_WITH_AN_I, broadcast on 
BBC 4 in 2019. 

Most recently she has produced 
videos and shows for top-tier talent in 
the fashion industry, including Virgil 
Abloh and Carine Roitfeld.



Sandy Powell, Creative Producer 

Legendary, Oscar-winning Costume Designer Sandy Powell collaborated with Derek 
Jarman on many of  his films and has been a key advocate for the preservation of  Derek’s 
Dungeness home, Prospect Cottage. Rallying the industry for the cause, Sandy auctioned a 
white calico suit covered in signatures of  Film Industry darlings gathered over the course of  
the 2019-2020 awards season. Marco even sheepishly drew a little Prospect Cottage on her 
trouser cuff  at the London Critics’ Circle Awards.  

Sandy was present on the day of  Derek Jarman’s Canonisation and has generously agreed 
to come on board the project as Creative Producer, involving, among other things, the 
recreation of  the iconic golden gown she made for Edward II, which Jarman wore on the 
day itself  and was later buried in.










Marco Alessi	 marco@cler.co 
Writer/Director	 07717722929 

Ksenia Harwood 	ksenia.harwood@gmail.com 
Producer	 	 07950280172 

Lily Slydel	 	 lilyslydel@gmail.com 
Producer	 	 07810712812 

My eyes are out of  focus, my body droops under 
the weight of  the day, but as I leave you Queer lads 
let me leave you singing. I had to write of  a sad 
time as a witness - not to cloud your smiles. […] 
May you of  a better future, love without a care and 
remember we loved too. As the shadows closed in, 
the stars came out. 

I am in love. 

Derek Jarman, At Your Own Risk (1992). 
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